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CORRESPONDENCE SECRETARY – APRIL REPORT 

 

1. The QDCC mailbox – both incoming and outgoing has picked up in terms of volume since the last 
meeting in March  
Although most people tend to engage with QDCC through social media rather than direct contact via 

e-mail, we have also received a number of phone calls, which this month has included queries on 

Council House availability, Spaces for People re the High Street, Cemetery places, traffic on Station 

Road/Rosshill Terrace, the Forthview development  (the old motel site), rats associated with this 

development and also with the Taylor Wimpey Hawthorn Gardens development, the resurfacing of 

Scotstoun Avenue, overflowing waste bins and late night car noise in the High Street. 

No further updates have been received from CEC relating to continuation or otherwise of virtual 

meetings so we continue for the foreseeable future as before following Scottish Government 

guidance. I have reached out to CEC for further information and await a response. 

I have contacted CEC regarding the process for the 2021 AGM and await feedback. 

I have also followed up on the matter of the North West Edinburgh High School and the projections 

for capacity at Queensferry High School and have been in touch with Kirkliston Community Council. 

Business continues using a combination of email, social media and MS Teams. 

Whilst it remains encouraging that local residents are keen to engage with QDCC, most 

communications tend to be complaints, issues with CEC service delivery and queries about local 

service provision.  

My thanks also go out once more to Diane for pursuing a number of planning matters on behalf of 

QDCC and for the annual accounts, Liz and Grant for the meeting minutes and to Graeme for 

organizing online meetings 

2. A number of website enquiries have been received over the last period on a number of topics and 
these have been circulated accordingly and dealt with. My thanks to those who have helped deal 
with these. 
 

3. At the time of writing two notes of interest in attending the virtual Business meeting have also been 
received via this tool from local residents. 
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No significant postal mail was received in the period since the last meeting  

4. I attended a Zoom call with Queensferry Heritage Trust to discuss ongoing issues and plans 

associated with the High Street  

5. On behalf of QDCC I continue to correspond with CEC officials, CEC Councillors, and   local residents 

on various community related matters. I continue to distribute information to office-bearers, 

members and/or portfolio conveners as appropriate.  

Terry Airlie 

Vice Chair & Correspondence Secretary – 25th April 2021 

 

 

 

Treasurer Report – April 2021  

Money in this month:  

None  

Money out this month:  

None 

 
Total CC Funds = £1297.69 

 

Community Facility Funding  

Clydesdale Bank  
- Cash Management Account - - £18345.97  
- 95 Day Notice Account - £60654.14 

Nationwide Building Society - £85892.17  

Barclays Bank - £85000.00  

RBS - £85813.72  

Charity Bank - £60582.19  

Community Facility Funding Total = £396288.19 

Diane Job,  

QDCC Treasurer 
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Online Communication Channels 

QDCC continues to communicate with residents, authorities, stakeholders, developers and internally using 

various online tools: social media (Facebook & Twitter), QDCC website, email, messenger, MS Teams and 

Zoom; the monthly meetings via MS Teams are open to the public by request via our website, advertised on 

our website and social media channels. Subjects discussed through those channels are incorporated in to each 

relevant sub-committee’s reports. Anyone wishing to contact the community council on any matters please do 

so through our website  http://www.queensferrycommunitycouncil.co.uk/ , where all communication 

channels are explained.  

Spotlight Magazine 

A QDCC article was published in the Mar/April edition of Spotlight Magazine which has been distributed 

through the local doors. Any community council content for future editions should be sent to Terry and myself.  

Anyone willing to or know of anyone willing to help with future distribution of this bi-monthly community 

magazine should contact Alistair@wordsandpicturesuk.com 

CEC Engagement  

The second Almond Neighbourhood Network meeting was held on 22nd Apr. Keith acted as interim 

chair after the initial introduction, I attended in the capacity of the EACC steering group looking at 

engagement channels between CC’s and CEC. We have yet to find our feet with the new model 

where the NN’s feed in to LCPP’s (Locality Community Planning Partnerships) who feed in to the 

Edinburgh Partnership. However, certain valuable decisions and engagements, such as grant 

distribution and service organisations (police, NHS, etc), are now made at LCPP level where we have 

limited representation. A FAQ on NN’s can be viewed here. I will update as we progress with the 

EACC steering group work and Keith will update on the Almond NN progress. The Participation 

Request Form by collective Almond Ward CC’s headed by Keith is still outstanding and currently 

remains in tandem with the EACC steering group input to the engagement review by CEC. 

ShopHereThisYear 

The prize draw for the Queensferry focus week on This Is Edinburgh ran for the week up until Sun 

25th April. This is a marketing initiative by CEC to help kick start local economies throughout the city.   

Feedback midweek indicated a significant interest and well above the citywide Christmas hamper 

promotion. Thank you to all the local businesses who donated amazing prizes which will have 

presented Queensferry in great light and should give a boost in return.    

Graeme McKinley, QDCC Communications  

 

 

 

 
 
Education/Recreation sub-committee. April 21. 
All local schools have returned to full time pupil timetables with necessary COVID adjustments. 
The new QHS leisure facilities, including the swimming pool, have opened to the community from 
26th April, in line with Scot Gov guidance and rules on COVID. Limited access currently, obviously but 
we look forward to working with Edinburgh Leisure, QHS and CEC to maximize community access as 
soon as possible. We urge all interested residents to make full use of the facilities thus 
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demonstrating demand. This will very much help us in our quest to fulfill all that we worked hard to 
negotiate for.  
 
The Forest Kindergarten at The Vat Run is now up and running through CEC.    
 
John Wood, QHS Head Teacher, has announced his intention to retire at the end of the summer 
term. QDCC wishes John all the best on his retirement and thank you for 37 years as a teacher, the 
last ten of which as HT at QHS. John and his team were instrumental in the design of the new state 
of the art QHS building incorporating modern learning methods which will give our young 
community a great start in life and present many fantastic opportunities.    
Graeme McKinley on behalf of David Flint 
 

 

 
 

QDCC – Environmental Committee Report for April 2021 

Community Waste Management Issues    

We are still attempting to organise a meeting between Murray Black (CEC) and our Ward Councillors 

to discuss the way forward with the recycling facilities at the Tesco site.  

Following a suggestion from a local resident to replace standard litter bins with ones that would 

facilitate more effective recycling and reduce waste going to land fill  we have sought a copy of the 

CEC waste management strategic policies/plans to ascertain if such an option in part of their future 

plans.  

We have also received a request to replace the litter bin near the Boathouse restaurant steps with a 

larger capacity receptacle as the existing bin is regularly overflowing with waste and matters are in 

hand for this to be done.  

A range of issues relating to the waste management units at the “Top Shops” has been received 

from a local resident. She has also highlighted anti –social behaviours in the area and a damaged 

storage unit that is owned by Scotmid which is unsightly. In the first instance Keith Giblett has 

contacted Murray Black to ascertain the ownership responsibilities for the waste management units 

which would appear are not being managed effectively. 

Sewage issue on the old railway line 

In last month’s report I stated: “Norman Work received an update from Ryan McKeever, South 

Region Waste Water Network:  “With regards to the works at the old railway path, I am in the 

process of getting a temporary repair arranged as well as some further CCTV works to confirm a few 

things so that a more permanent solution can be progressed. I would expect my contractors to be on 

site within approximately the next two weeks”  

Norman can you obtain a further update from Ryan McKeever please as I have not seen any 

evidence of work being undertaken on the cycle path.   

Car Disturbance Issues  

Ferrymuir Lane car park 
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A virtual meeting was convened between BEAR management, Jonathan Clarkson, a Varney estate 

resident, Graeme McKinley and myself and a progressive action plan was agreed. Initially car drivers 

will receive a flyer from PC Martin Crow requesting them to be more considerate in terms of the 

noise issues being experienced by residents particularly at weekends. If this does not address the 

issues steps may have to be taken to instigate some form of closure of the car park at weekends. 

Hawes promenade car park    

I have not received any further information about the Hawes Promenade car noise issues and will 

welcome an update from our LibDem Ward Councillors who are monitoring the situation. 

Other Disturbance Issues 

A High Street resident has once again flagged up anti-social behaviour being experienced during the 

evenings at weekends including intimidating comments being directed at her. Keith Giblett has been 

taking soundings from other High Street residents and the police to gauge the full extent of this issue 

which is clearly totally unacceptable.  

  

 Friends of Ferry Glen and Back Braes 

Thanks to the swift action of the Parks Department the graffiti on the stone bench on the cycle path 

overlooking the waterfall has been successfully removed by a firm of contractors. 

A firm of contractors have removed the debris that was causing a back up of stagnant water at the 

foot of the Ferry Glen aka “Jocks Hole” . 

 

Neil McKinlay, Convenor, QDCC Environmental Committee                           24th April 2021 

  
 
 

 

 

Health and wellbeing report 24th April 2021 

Covid 19 vaccinations; second doses are well underway across all sites in Lothian and all over 50,s, 

those with underlying medical conditions and unpaid carers should have had their invitations for the 

first dose by now. In this group if you have not been contacted please phone 0800 030 8013. Self 

registration as an unpaid carer stops on 26/4, at which time younger groups will start to be offered 

vaccine in groups of 10 years e.g. 40 – 49 

Vaccine supply is adequate for the invitations sent out but not in excess to cover more folk although 

the staff are ready and waiting! 
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Under 30,s will no longer be offered the Oxford Astra Zeneca vaccine but if people in this group 

received this for another reason and had no side effects they will be offered the same make for a 

second dose. 

Allocation of appointments is not done by Lothian and I am aware that some folk are being sent far 

afield although still within Lothian. If you are in the same household and have an appointment hours 

apart it is worth both going to the venue for the first appointment and asking if the onsite team can 

resolve this- it is not always possible but often times can be moved within a venue. This will not work 

if you received different types of vaccine as each site only has 1 at a time currently. 

For those sent to Bathgate Pyramids business park. It is a lovely venue with plenty parking but even 

from the disabled parking is a very long walk so please accept the offer of a wheel chair along with a 

chauffeur and if not offered ask for one. It is about 20-30 minute drive from here. From Dobbies 

roundabout follow A89 towards Bathgate 3 mini roundabouts best taken from right lane then at 

Boghall 3rd exit from left lane. If you have problems please contact me. 

Defibrillator  

A member of our community has raised funds to site another defibrillator in the high street and 

Neilsons have kindly agreed to host this. It will take some time to arrange installation but will be a 

perfect addition to the area. 

Sadly the Health in Mind drop in sessions which have been held on line over lock down have had to 

end as there was little uptake. We all acknowledge that what is needed is face to face support but 

currently this cannot happen. 

The last of the Ferry Elves money has been spent supporting a three year olds birthday and food 

parcels required by the High School to support families over the Easter holidays. 

 

Anne Mitchell, QDCC Health & Wellbeing  

 

 

 

April 2021 

Applications 

During four week period nine applications were received  

21/01363/LBC - Removal of open staircase with small landing from lounge. Remove short internal 
wall in hall and install stair with quarter turn. Install stud partition in lounge to conceal stairs and 
create storage under. Move first floor wall between boiler cupboard and bedroom to create shower 
room and WC for adjacent bedrooms - Stirling's Dairy 2 Brewery Close  
21/01443/FUL - Erect tiled sunroom to rear of property - 74 Stoneyflatts 
21/01584/FUL - Single storey rear extension - 63 Stoneyflatts Crescent 
21/01809/FUL - Internal alterations and enlargement of existing house - 4 Harbour Lane 
21/01811/FUL - Convert and extend garage - 4 Inchcolm Terrace 
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21/01974 FUL - Demolish garage and construct ancillary building (home office and storage - 11 
Inchcolm Terrace 
21/01995/FUL - Replacement of conservatory roof with solid roof. Replacement of various windows. 
Solid fuel burner flue - 31Ashburnham Gardens 
 

Proposal of Application Notice 

21/01798/PAN - Redevelopment of Scotstoun House including conversion and extension of existing 
buildings to residential use, part- demolition of office extension, and erection of new build 
residential development with associated infrastructure, landscaping, access and parking - 1 
Scotstoun House - (ARUP) 
 
Certificate of Lawfulness Proposed 
 
21/01415/CLP - Proposed single storey extension to property - 9 Stein Street 
 
Decisions 
 
The planning authority made ten decisions during the four week period 
 
21/00199/CLP - Proposed rear extension - 28 Sandercombe Drive - GRANTED 
21/00936/FUL - Single storey front extension - 37 Echline Grove - GRANTED 
21/00854/CLP - Install a twin telescope that consists of a standard height telescope for able bodied 
users, next to which is a lower telescope that can be used by mobility challenged individuals as well 
as children - Forth Road Bridge Administration Centre - GRANTED 
21/00487/LBC - Fix historic plaque - Cramond Brig Hotel 6 Cramond Bridge - GRANTED 
21/00491/FUL - Single storey extension - 42 Sommerville Gardens - GRANTED 
21/01363/LBC - Removal of open staircase with small landing from lounge. Remove short internal 
wall in hall and install stair with quarter turn. Install stud partition in lounge to conceal stairs and 
create storage under. Move first floor wall between boiler cupboard and bedroom to create shower 
room and WC for adjacent bedrooms  - Stirling’s Dairy 2 Brewery Close - GRANTED 
21/00629/FUL - Single storey rear extension and a single storey side extension - 4 Stoneyflatts Park - 
GRANTED 
21/00987/FUL - A two-storey side extension with a single-storey rear extension and a front porch - 
53 Echline Terrace - GRANTED 
21/00840/CLP - Proposed rear extension to form dining and family room - 12 Packard Street - 
GRANTED 
21/00670/FUL - Proposed replacement windows - 6 Station Road - GRANTED 
 
 
Planning Matters  
 
Please be advised that during these unprecedented times planning officers 
are working from home for now. The public office at Waverley Court is closed and plans cannot be 
viewed, the help desk is also closed 
 
Dundas Children’s Play Park  
 
QDCC contacted Alan Grevers some time ago and we were advised that Dundas Play Park is on his to 
do list - there is no further update on sourcing the additional funding that is required. QDCC will 
keep an eye on this as we already have £25,000 in funding due to the High School build and we don’t 
want to lose this and we also want to see an upgrade of this park as was discussed with CEC reps 
over 2 years ago - NO FUTHER UPDATE 
 
Dalmeny Park 



21/00518/FUL | Residential development comprising 16x flats with associated car and cycle parking, 
infrastructure and landscaping. | Former Agilent Technologies Scotstoun Avenue South Queensferry. 
This application is waiting a decision 

Scotstoun Avenue 

Scotstoun Ave - Section 75 - Resurfacing, Traffic Calming and Bus Stop Improvements 

QDCC has been informed that if all goes to plan this should go ahead over the summer. 

Scotstoun House (Arup) 

21/01798/PAN - Redevelopment of Scotstoun House including conversion and extension of existing 
buildings to residential use, part- demolition of office extension, and erection of new build 
residential development with associated infrastructure, landscaping, access and parking - 1 
Scotstoun House - (ARUP) 

This application came as a complete surprise to QDCC. An online consultation is being arranged by 
the developer for a date in May. QDCC raised comments to planning for additional consultation on 
this application and this has been agreed wth the developer. 

A newsletter be printed with the details of the proposals that will be on the website, information 
boards(if space allows) and how to feedback comments. This newsletter to be delivered to all 
residents in Scotstoun Park and the residents from South Scotstoun who border the site.  

An information board to be sited within Tesco and/or Scotmid if businesses and COVID restrictions 
allow. 

Details of the consultation will be published in the Edinburgh Evening News. QDCC has suggested the 
local Spotlight magazine could also be used. 

QDCC has also asked for an electric copy of the details and proposals for us to distribute via our 
media channels. 

QDCC will be having an Ms Teams meeting with representatives from AMA/Avison to hear the 
details of the proposals and the on-line consultation event.  

Springfield LDP Site  HSG1 
 
20/05023/FUL - Residential development and associated works including formation of vehicular and 
pedestrian access, suds, infrastructure provision and hard and soft landscaping - Land Bounded By 
M90, Springfield Lea, Place And Terrace And Bo'ness Road Echline 
 
This application is waiting a decision. It had been hoped that this would be on the agenda for the 
Dev-Management Sub-Committee meeting on the 21st April 
 
Builyeon Road Housing Development  
 
20/01797/PPP 
Cala will keep QDCC updated regarding this application and the submission to planning 

Ferrymuir Gait Development 
 
Nearby residents had advised QDCC of an increase of rats in the area. QDCC contacted Ambassador 
and they have advised that they will arrange for a pest control company to visit and set up traps 
 



South Scotstoun Development - Hawthorn Gardens 
 
Taylor Wimpey have organised a small photocall event to mark the street naming of Grubb Gardens 
within the Hawthorn Gardens development in memory of Lord Provost Grubb. Mrs Elizabeth Grubb 
will be attending. Keith Giblett will represent QDCC at this event 
 
Three Bridges Business Park 
 
QDCC is trying to find out whom to contact for more details on this proposal. Savills has so far made 
no contact with QDCC 
 
Telecoms Masts 
 
20/05809/FUL | Proposed MBNL 25.00m High FLI Tree Mast mounted on 5.50 x 5.50m reinforced 
concrete base and associated ancillary works. Land 405 Metres North West Of The Old Dairy House 
Dundas Home Farm South Queensferry - a decision is still to be made on this application by planning 
 
 
Diane Job 
QDCC Planning Convener 
 
 
 

 

 

 

1. High Street Resurfacing – CEC have awarded a contract for the peripheral advance work on 
Rosshill Terrace (speed table) Newhalls Road (turning circle) and The Loan (traffic lights) and 
are discussing details with the contractor. Initially the implementation was expected to take 
place in May/June, but the speed table with its road closure is more likely into July. A virtual 
meeting with QHT reps and a former Edinburgh planner was held, as anticipated last month. 
Hopefully this allayed fears that the High Street’s new design was being dominated by 
provision of exclusive cycling space and convenience for car drivers. The current proposal 
contains a strong element of active travel and eligibility for Sustrans funding is conditional 
on this. But in many ways it aligns with the objective of encouraging town centre footfall and 
showing the historic conservation area in an attractive way while retaining limited facilities 
for deliveries by van and unavoidable car journeys. Some actions were taken to clarify kerb 
height options parallel to loading bays and contraflow cycle lanes on very wide stretches of 
the High Street.  
 

2. Space for People Projects – We fed proposals back to CEC for fine tuning the High St SfP 
scheme signs and bollards, as discussed at last month’s meeting. Although grateful for the 
suggestions CEC haven’t implemented them so far. Some Rosshill Terrace residents reported 
increased numbers of pedestrians and cyclists locally, stressing potential dangers posed by 
higher numbers of vehicles and pollution due to the High St diversion. With only takeaway 
businesses open, most public feedback on this area has been on antisocial behaviour rather 
than the SfP scheme itself. As expected, some drivers have experienced inconvenience by 
introduction of an eastbound bus lane between Cramond Brig and Barnton. Signs displaying 
hours of operation were erected towards the end of March. Comments received by CEC on 
the SfP schemes are due for councillors’ review in June. Rather than being a referendum, 
this input is a factor in deciding whether any projects have merit in achieving wider 
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objectives. Projects that fit with strategic aims could be retained by CEC using standard 
legislation after the pandemic subsides. This should also provide the standard opportunity 
for objection.  

 

3. Cycle Hire Scheme – Terry had confirmation that Transport for Edinburgh will withdraw 
Queensferry’s remaining Just Eat bike facilities from 28 April. This is rather disappointing as 
QDCC had seen a lot of positives in the pilot but maybe not a complete surprise because 
these schemes usually aren’t commercially viable. The project officer has offered a virtual 
meeting with QDCC to explain further and hear opinions. 
 

4. Public Transport – Another change to Lothian’s bus timetables takes place from 25 April 
with the 43 frequency increased to run every 20 minutes Mon-Sat daytime, but the N43 is 
still suspended. Full length journey time remains less than one hour, which relies on 
effective bus priority measures during peak hours. Council-subsidised services remain at pre-
Covid frequency and fares. Train services on the Fife Circle continue to be disrupted by 
industrial action on Sundays. ScotRail intend to retain ticket office and toilet facilities (the 
Dalmeny toilet is intended for disabled passengers), and on-train ticket checks are restarting. 

 

Grant Sangster 

Transport Sub-Committee Convenor 

25 April 2021 

 

 

 

 
Queensferry & District Community Council – April 2021 

 
 
HAWES CAR PARK / HIGH STREET 
Frustratingly the impact of the increased police presence does not seem to have sustained and 
we’ve had increasing reports of noise and speeding back at the Hawes Pier. We have asked the Chief 
Inspector for a follow up meeting to review and agree the next steps and will report back at the May 
QDCC. 
 
HIGH STREET ONE – WAY 
We recently launched an informal request for feedback on the changes through our email 
newsletter and have received a really high response. There are a lot of strong views although on 
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balance more are supportive but would like to see some changes made. In particular the concerns 
over two way cycling, which can be unexpected from drivers and pose a risk to cyclists, has come up 
a few times. We will continue to review feedback. 
 
ROSSHILL TERRACE TRAFFIC CALMING 
We argued strongly for this to be put in place before the oneway system was implemented but this 
was rejected by the Transport Convenor. As anticipated, traffic levels have significantly increased. 
We have now finally seen some movement on this with discussions taking place with residents and 
council officers on the proposals and the designs are in progress. 
 
SCOTSTOUN HOUSE PROPOSAL 
We first heard about this at the same time as QDCC when we were all informed by AMA that they 
were submitting an application to redevelop this area. There has been an indication that an online 
consultation event will take place in May and we will share the details with QDCC and the 
community through our usual channels.  
 
INCHCOLM PLAY PARK 
Since our update last month we are delighted to report that the new play equipment has been 
installed. We are continuing to push for improved facilities at both Dundas Park and George V Park. 
 
JUST EAT CYCLES 
As QDCC members will know, we were disappointed to receive notification that the cycle hire 
scheme was not being extended after the end of the pilot period. Lockdown obviously impacted on 
usage levels and the second half of the pilot saw significantly lower levels and with that situation 
likely to continue in some form until the end of the year they are removing the hire points this week. 
It has been left open that the service may return once customer demand increases.  
 
RETURN TO EXTRA-CURRICULAR SPORTS 
After a number of meetings and supporting the motion in education committee, we finally have 
agreement on the resumption of outdoors sport for our young people. There was a lot of reservation 
and indeed resistance from some council officers but across the parties a determination to resume 
the groups and clubs who can meet outdoors. All outdoor activities can resume as of this week and 
head teachers were briefed last week. Guidelines have been produced from schools, volunteers and 
coaches. 
 
 

 

Councillors Report — April 2021 

COVID-19 Response 

The council’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic continues to be analysed through update reports 
to the Policy and Sustainability committee, which has now returned to an 8 weekly cycle, and the 
associated recovery programme is discussed at a monthly all-party oversight group.  Meetings will 
continue to be held virtually until the end of the Council year in June and the Chief Executive has 
confirmed that there will be no staff back in offices before August at the earliest. 

Full Council 

Full Council has not met since the last meeting of QDCC. 
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Full Council will meet again on Thursday 29th April at 10am.  This meeting will be webcast in the 
usual fashion. 

Hawes & Longcraig Pier Users Committee 

The Hawes & Longcraig Pier Users Committee has not met since the last meeting of QDCC. 

Almond Neighbourhood Network 

The Almond Neighbourhood Network met on Thursday 22nd April for the first time in well over a 
year, unfortunately due to an over-running commitment beforehand, I was unable to attend as 
planned. 

Local Issues 

Queensferry High School Leisure Facilities -  As COVID-19 restrictions are eased on April 26th, 
Edinburgh Leisure will reopen the leisure facilities at the High School. 

Queensferry Road Bus Lane -  Complaints continue to be received about the bus lane on the A90 
and the resulting congestion. 

Just East Bikes -  I was most disappointed to hear that Just Eat bikes will be withdrawing from 
Queensferry on Wednesday 28th April.  I have written to Transport for Edinburgh expressing my 
dissatisfaction at the decision given the initial success of the scheme and the fact that restrictions 
are now easing and usage would have been likely to pick up again.  I also complained about the lack 
of discussion/consultation prior to the decision being taken. 

Surgeries 

My surgeries are postponed indefinitely until the COVID-19 advice to Councillors on face to face 
meetings changes.  Constituents requiring assistance can contact me by 
email graham.hutchison@edinburgh.gov.uk or phone 0131 529 4354. 

Councillor Graham J. Hutchison 

 

 

 

Cllr Norman Work’s report for April 2021 meeting 

Naval Barracks at Port Edgar; The sale of the old buildings at Port Edgar was advertised without prior 

knowledge to elected members or the Council’s planning department. The site sits either side of the 

Queensferry Crossing and there are restrictions as no development can take place directly below the 

bridge or 5 metres either side. Access will still have to be provided for Transport Scotland to maintain the 

bridge. The buildings are B listed and the site is designated for commercial, leisure or housing. it will be 

interesting to see who buys the site.  

Scotstoun House; The redevelopment and part demolition of Scotstoun House came as a complete 

surprise as well and it will be interesting to see the details of what is planned. 
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Just Eat Bikes; Some plates and stances were taken away recently after being vandalised and then ward 

councillors received an email from Julie Smith, Project Officer from Transport for Edinburgh on 

Wednesday 21st April stating that the 12-month trial was ending and all stances will be taken away. 

However, Julie stated that they did see potential to reinstate the scheme in the future. The pandemic was 

given as a reason for a downturn in usage with no mention of the vandalism. I contacted Julie to ask if the 

vandalism was a contributing factor and to say I was disappointed in the decision and hoped that some 

stances could be reinstated as the first six months of the pilot, start/end journeys totalled nearly 4,500 

and 1,500 new customers joined the scheme. 

Flagpole at Burgh Chambers; It was good to see the flagpole replaced after the pully mechanism got 

caught up a few years ago. Repeated attempts to fix the pully system failed and it became clear that a 

replacement flagpole was needed as the pully system is fixed into the pole and can’t be accessed easily to 

fix or replace. A commitment had been made to replace the flagpole after Keith Giblett had requested a 

new flagpole and the Ferry Fair Committee were instrumental in chasing this up after contracting me to 

find out when the replacement would be installed. 

Community facilities at High School reopening; The recent announcement of some restrictions being 

lifted has meant that Edinburgh Leisure are preparing to open the doors to the new Queensferry High 

School facilities to members and the public from the 26th April including the 25m six lane pool, fitness 

suite & dance studio. Hours of operations can be found in their website. 

Scottish Water; I’ve asked for a further update on the sewage issue on the old railway footpath as no 

work has seen to be taken place for some time. 

Increased traffic & noise; I’ve received complaints about the increase of traffic, speeding and poor driving 

skills from some residents on Station Road, especially in the part of the road which does not have speed 

reducing measures. I will feed this back to the working group. Also, complaints about noise from certain 

car enthusiasts which continues to annoy residents in the High Street & Hawes car park area. I’ve 

mentioned this to the Police on several occasions. 

Outside drinking; The Staghead Hotel have applied to use their car park as an outside drinking area which 

will be allowed from Monday 26th with the lifting of some restrictions. Occasional licenses can be granted 

for 14day periods and can be applied for as many times as they wish but are not considered permanent.  

However, the licensee may apply for this area to be used on a permanent basis which would then have to 

be considered by the Licensing Board.   

                                                                                                                             

Licensing of Sexual Entertainment Venues. (SEV’s) Public Consultation; 

I was asked to comment about this consultation which was raised by members of QDCC. I don’t’ think this 

will ever affect QDCC area but you never know! However, it is a serious matter and one that can be 

controversial. 

The reason why there is a move to license these types of premises is so local authorities will now be able 

to regulate these premises by putting conditions on how they operate, put a limit on the number of 

premises or even refuse to license any.  

This will be the responsibility of the Regulatory/Licensing Sub Committee chaired by Cllr Fullerton and not 

the Licensing Board that I Chair. Interestingly the Licensing Board have licensed SEV premises but only if 

they sold alcohol. However, the Board is limited only to the policies on selling alcohol. It was felt that the 



 

Licensing Scotland Act (2005) was limited to matters linked with alcohol and a specific licensing regime 

for Sexual Entertainment Venues  would remove Licensing Boards attempting to use the alcohol license 

regime to regulate on matters that goes beyond their remit as what happened in Glasgow when their 

Licensing Board tried to put further conditions on how they operate. These extra conditions were 

successfully challenged in a court of law as it was outside the remit of a Licensing Board.  

The aim of the consultation is to seek community and business views on the proposed licensing policy and 

conditions framework in respect of Sexual Entertainment Venues in Edinburgh. To give your views, please 

copy the link below. The consultation closes on 2nd July  

https://consultationhub.edinburgh.gov.uk/sfc/licensing-of-sexual-entertainment-venues-2021/ 

Regards, 

Cllr Norman Work 

 

 

Other Documents 

Police Report 

No report 
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QDCC April Business Meeting 
Monday 26th April 2021 at 7.30pm 

(Virtual Meeting) 
 

 

1. QDCC Chairman’s Welcome & Protocols 

 

 
       2.  Apologies 
 

3.  Police Report 

 

4.  Minutes from the last meeting (March 2021) 

 

5.  Any Matters Arising 

 

       6.  Chair’s Report 

https://consultationhub.edinburgh.gov.uk/sfc/licensing-of-sexual-entertainment-venues-2021/


 

 

       7.  Almond Ward Councillor Reports 

 

       8.  Treasurer’s Report 
 

       9.  Secretary’s Report 
 

       10.  QDCC Sub Committees Reports 
 

          11.  CEC/QDCC Business updates  
 

 12. Any Other Business 

 

        13. Questions from the floor 
 

           14. Date and time of next meeting 
 

 

Terry Airlie- Vice Chair & Correspondence Secretary 

19th April 2021 

 

Previous Minutes (Feb 2021 DRAFT) 

QUEENSFERRY and DISTRICT COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

   

 

Monthly Business Meeting 

Monday 22 March 2021 at 7.30pm 

MS Teams – Virtual Meeting 

DRAFT MINUTES 

 

Present: Terry Airlie (Vice-Chair), Keith Giblett (Chair), Diane Job (Treasurer), Grant Sangster, Graeme 

McKinley, David Flint, Neil McKinlay, Anne Mitchell, Andy Malarky, Muir Kay (QBC), David Learmond 

(QHT), Liz Holmes (Minute Secretary), Cllr Norman Work, Cllr Louise Young, 1 local resident, 1 guest 

(Karen Stewart, FBTS Manager).  

 

1. QDCC Chairman’s 

Welcome  

The Vice-Chair opened the meeting and welcomed everyone to the online 

meeting via MS Teams.  He particularly welcomed back the Chair who was 

‘sitting in’ at this meeting, following a short period of illness.  Keith thanked 

everyone for their best wishes during his absence and added that he and his 



 

family had been touched by the kindness received during their recovery.   

In addition to members, meeting links are available to the public on request 

and one local resident was also attending.  There was no guest speaker for this 

meeting, but the Committee welcomed back Karen Stewart as a guest, 

following her update on the Forth Bridges Tourism Strategy in February.   

Terry noted that planning activity had continued during the month, meetings 

held with both Cala (Springfield & Builyeon Road) and Ambassador 

(Ferrymuir), and ongoing activity regarding the affordable homes proposal at 

Dalmeny Park. 

  

2. Apologies Laura Sexton, Martin Crow (Police), Michelle Gordon (QHS), Jenni Meldrum 

(interim rep for town centre businesses), Gillian Smith (QCCC), Cllr Graham 

Hutchison, Cllr Kevin Lang. 

  

3. Police Report The Police Report was circulated before the meeting.  No questions raised. 

Neil updated the Committee on the fresh reports of late-night antisocial 

behaviour (ASB) and inconsiderate driving at the Hawes and Ferrymuir Gait car 

parks, following the lifting of restrictions at the Hawes.  Neil would meet with 

Martin, and others, to discuss further engagement with the drivers responsible 

and if necessary potential escalation measures.  Contacts at BEAR to be 

approached regarding Ferrymuir car park.   

Cllr Young had visited the Hawes following increased complaints from 

residents and had also spoken with the Police.  They had agreed to increase 

Police presence and residents were asked to report all incidents for action and 

review.  Neil asked Cllr Young keep him informed of further liaison and 

correspondence to ensure a joined up and co-ordinated approach on both 

sites.   

Karen was asked if this was an issue observed elsewhere.  North Queensferry 

CC said they had similar instances also involving the Police.   

ACTION – Cllrs Lang/Young to liaise with QDCC on further action re Hawes 

and Ferrymuir Gait driving related ASB.  Neil to contact BEAR regarding the 

Ferrymuir Gait car park.  

  

4. Minutes from Last 

Meeting (Feb 21) 

Terry thanked Liz and Grant for preparing the February minutes.  No 

amendments were requested, minutes proposed by Anne and seconded by 

David F. 

  

5. Matters Arising OUTSTANDING ACTIONS 

 

MAY 2019 

Harbour Wall: Update from CEC received March 21, published on QDCC 

website.  Limited funding has been made available for urgent repairs to 

structure.  Work to focus on most significant damage to the ends of both piers.  

Site investigations ongoing to determine next steps re repairs.  ACTION 

CONTINUES 

 



 

SEPTEMBER 2020 

Leisure Facilities: A new timetable issued in November 2020, but then quickly 

withdrawn due to further coronavirus restrictions.  ACTION CONTINUES 

 

OCTOBER 2020 

Development Management Sub-Committee (DMSC): Ongoing dissatisfaction 

on the questionable basis for making decisions at CEC. Investigate formation of 

a community forum. The purpose of such a forum being to act as an 

engagement vehicle. No movement, Terry to re-engage.  ACTION CONTINUES 

 

JANUARY 2021 

Development Trust for Queensferry: Terry to arrange a meeting to see what 

direction this could take next, particularly relating to Queensferry’s community 

facility existing ‘seed fund’.  To liaise with Keith and bring back to Committee.  

ACTION CONTINUES 

 

Antisocial Behaviour (ASB):  Norman to make enquiries on whether either CEC 

or a development trust could invest in CCTV coverage to monitor activities 

outside shops and residences around Scotstoun Grove.  Likely that CEC may 

say that responsibility for CCTV lies with the Shopping Centre, but potential for 

CCTV at the recycling facilities being looked at.  Police report notes increase in 

patrols at Scotstoun shops to help deter ASB activity.  ACTION CONTINUES 

 

Road & Pavement Adoption Dalmeny Park: Norman and Graham to clarify 

adoption status of Dalmeny Park streets.  Understanding is that developers 

should approach CEC and apply for adoption.  Has to be an adoptable 

standard, can be problems with new materials used, eg monobloc.  

Correspondence between Cala and Cllrs Hutchison and Lang notes delays in 

completion process in 2020 due to Covid.  Inspections by CEC/SW due early 

March 21 and thereafter roads should go onto a 1-year maintenance period, 

and then be formally adopted.  ACTION CONTINUES     

 

Harbour Lifebuoys:  Correct Lifebuoys have now been delivered.  ACTION 

CLOSED 

 

FEBRUARY 2021 

Tourism Signage:  Terry to set up meeting Karen Stewart, Forth Bridges 

Tourism Strategy Manager, with QHT to go over the background and work 

carried out on signage.  ACTION CLOSED 

 

Roadside Parking:  Significant number of parked cars from Hawes Brae up to 

and then also along from Chapel Gate to Dalmeny Main Street observed at 

weekend.  Potential road safety issue for pedestrians and cyclists at some 

pinch points, as well as buses heading to/from Dalmeny.  Grant to raise with 

CEC.  Issue discussed, no formal action agreed but situation seems to have 

eased.  ACTION CLOSED 

 



 

Echline Roundabout Crash Barriers:  Potential safety issue involving damaged 

crash barriers near the Shell garage.  Repairs carried out.  ACTION CLOSED 

 

Harbour Benches:  QBC request for CEC contact details re permission for 

commemorative seats at the Harbour, as someone had been seen measuring 

up for one recently.  Details passed to Muir by Norman.  ACTION CLOSED 

 

Harbour CCTV:  Muir also asked for CEC contact details for CCTV at the 

Harbour.  Norman advised no commitment from CEC to progress CCTV at 

present.  ACTION CLOSED 

  

6. Chair’s Report No report this month 

  

7. Councillors’ 

Reports 

  Cllr Work.  Report circulated before the meeting.   

Norman gave an update on the recycling facility at Tesco.  CEC has proposed 

removing the community bins due to problems with leaving waste next to bins 

or putting it in the wrong bin, which means when bins are emptied the 

contents have to go to landfill as they contain mixed waste.  Given that most 

householders have their own recycling bins it was felt that commercial sources 

may be using these bins.  Cllr Young added that similar misuse has been 

reported elsewhere, at Kirkliston and Silverknowes.  Norman advised that CEC 

to organise a meeting to discuss, Neil to be invited. 

ACTION:  Neil to be included in meeting with CEC to discuss future of 

recycling bins at Tesco. 

David L raised the question of sufficient funding for the Harbour Wall reported 

in the CEC briefing (Renata Wilson) and what would happen if more is needed.  

Is there a risk that the Harbour could be closed.  Norman agreed this needed 

to be checked and QDCC should follow up with CEC, along with Cllrs.  Terry to 

follow up with Renata. 

ACTION:  Terry to follow up funding status for Harbour Wall repairs with 

Renata Wilson, and liaise with Ward Councillors.  

Anne queried the new Cramond Brig to Barnton bus lane times, as CEC website 

contradicts Norman’s report.  Confirmed that the lanes are weekday peak 

hours only, morning and evening.  

 

Cllrs Lang/Young.  Report circulated before the meeting.  

Louise commented on the status of future plans for schools in West 

Edinburgh, particularly High Schools, noting the pressure points on capacity.  

Delays to the Development Plan have impacted on decisions and CEC need 

more information on plans for land around the South Queensferry, Kirkliston, 

Barnton area as all available land is privately owned.  Placing temporary units 

on site at QHS has been discussed, but there is some dissatisfaction with that 

and doesn’t solve the issue.  QDCC has contacted Crawford McGhie, CEC, on 

how plans for QHS capacity are taking shape.  Response awaited. 

ACTION: Terry to chase response from CEC on plans to address QHS capacity 

in the event of another school not being available for Kirkliston children. 

 



 

Diane asked if the Dundas mast application and particularly QDCC comments 

would be passed onto the new Planning Officer, given that some were after 

the submission date.  Louise undertook to check and report back to Diane. 

ACTION:  Cllr Young to check with CEC that all QDCC comments on the 

Dundas mast application, including those post submission date, have been 

forwarded to the new Planning Officer for this case.   

 

Cllr Hutchison.  Apologies tendered.  Post meeting note - report submitted 23 

March, available for review on website. 

  

8. Treasurer’s Report Report circulated before the meeting.  No questions raised.   

Diane reminded the Committee that the Financial Year ends on 31 March and 

that she would issue an updated version of her report if any further 

expenditure incurred.  All other matters were up to date.  

  

9. Secretary’s Report Report circulated before the meeting.   No questions raised. 

  

10. Spaces for 

People 

Terry introduced this item and invited Grant to outline how it had progressed.  

The initiative was led by Transport Scotland (TS) in response to Covid.  Councils 

were encouraged to allocate space for people to exercise, especially in town 

centres.  Funding provided by TS, administered by Sustrans, and delivered via 

CEC.  Longer term it was recognised that schemes like this have merit meeting 

wider environmental or climate change targets.  For South Queensferry the 

High Street was recognised as needing better access for cyclists and 

pedestrians.  This also met the existing High Street improvement objectives.  A 

one-way system and wider pavements in place, week commencing 8 March.   

Initial views are that signage at the Sealscraig end could be better; possible 

pinch point at the Stag with loading/deliveries; and improved signage for 

‘businesses open as usual’ would help, especially when premises start to open 

up again.  Noted it’s an experimental scheme and can be reversed.  CEC 

seeking opinions and ideas on what is felt good or bad.  Some initial non-

compliance had been observed, as noted in Cllr Work’s report, but no formal 

feedback received so far. 

A question from the floor was raised on signage.  The sign at Bankhead, 

advising road ahead closed, had too much information for drivers to read and 

absorb so most would drive on.  Norman added that this was also true at the 

Stag, for those going east along the High Street. Feeling was that too many 

signs, and that some were misleading as the road isn’t actually ‘closed’.  

Overall agreement that some signs need to read better, and subject to further 

review.  

ACTION:  QDCC to continue to review impact and effectiveness of the Spaces 

for People initiative. 

  

11. QDCC 

Subcommittees 

 

Planning & Housing   Report circulated before the meeting.  Items highlighted 

included  

Stoneycroft Road – planning approved for martial arts centre.  Nothing further 



 

 on the town houses application.  Diane to enquire. 

Dalmeny Park – objections from QDCC and 60 members of the public for 

affordable flats proposal.  CEC Committee meets next on 21 April, also 

anticipate Springfield development to be on agenda. 

Builyeon Road – awaiting submission for planning from Cala. 

Ferrymuir Gait – meeting with Ambassador had been productive.  Ongoing 

dispute between residents and developers on ownership of land abutting 

Varneys road access, residents seeking legal opinion.   

ACTION:  Diane to check planning status for Stoneycroft Road townhouses. 

 

Transport   

Report circulated before the meeting.  Grant highlighted the City Mobility Plan 

approved by CEC and encouraged the Committee to review the Plan, and 

policies now in place.  Impacts are potentially over next 10 years with some 

radical changes on lifestyles and behaviours from those currently used to - 

more bus lanes and parking allocation reductions in new developments.  Terry 

queried whether CEC might consider reintroducing a congestion charge.  This 

was possible, or perhaps road pricing. 

 

Environment   

Report circulated before the meeting.  Neil noted the recycling and noise 

concerns had been covered earlier in the meeting.  He thanked Norman for his 

involvement in the positive action on the cycle path sewers.   

Terry asked if there was anything more on path subsidence at the Bowling 

Club.  Neil advised nothing further, but inspected regularly.  

CEC were to provide summer plants for the street boxes.   

 

Queensferry Heritage Trust (QHT) 

Response received from Queen’s and Lord Treasurer’s Remembrancer (QLTR) 

regarding sale of land at the Sealscraig informing QLTR under no obligation to 

consult on sales and had no interest in Rights of Way (RoW).  Advice is to refer 

to Planning if have queries.  David L has written back to QLTR re Sealscraig 

land below the high watermark which wasn’t sold, asking whose land it is; if 

any further vacant plots; and can they agree to consult with QDCC and QHT on 

any future sales with a community interest. On RoW it was thought there had 

been something in the past for this piece of land. David L to check with 

Scotways.  Diane thanked David on behalf of the Committee for his work on 

the Sealscraig land. 

Met with Karen on Tourism Strategy and signage.  Karen added that it had 

been a very helpful meeting with lots of ideas.  

High Street refurbishment, set up meeting with QDCC and other interested 

parties including CEC. 

OSCR are advising charities that for this year, dates for virtual AGMs should 

return to the timetable set out in their constitutions.  For QHT this means an 

AGM by end April 2021 even though the delayed 2020 AGM was held only a 

few months ago in November.  Terry to check situation re QDCC. 

ACTION:  Terry to contact CEC regarding QDCC AGM requirements in 2021 



 

 

Queensferry Boat Club (QBC)  

Terry noted that the Harbour Wall repairs had been discussed earlier under 

Items 5 & 7.  No other points raised. 

 

Health & Wellbeing 

Report circulated before the meeting.  Anne advised that a member of the 

public had fundraised to provide an additional defibrillator and box.  A suitable 

site had been identified on the High Street and the Committee agreed to Anne 

pursuing this with the premises concerned.  

 

Education & Recreation 

Report circulated before the meeting.  David F confirmed new equipment to 

be installed at Inchcolm play park later that week. 

 

Communication 

Report circulated before the meeting.  Graeme reported that a resident had 

contacted him about cars racing alongside each other on Station Road.  Terry 

to pursue with Martin. 

ACTION:  Terry to contact the Police regarding resident report of car racing 

on Station Road.  

 

Forth Bridges Tourism  

Terry invited Karen to comment on any recent items of interest.  These were - 

Historic Environment Scotland, had met with HES that day, seeking 

nominations for the Green Tourism award.  Karen asked if there are any 

known local businesses who might qualify.   

Network Rail Forth Bridge Experience, application for the development 

requires some changes, Network rail still committed to it. 

  

12. CEC/QDCC 

Business updates 

Terry notified the Committee of a recent formal complaint against another CC 

in Edinburgh, involving alleged inappropriate conduct regarding minute taking.  

The anonymised details had been circulated to other CCs by CEC for 

information and awareness, together with a reminder of the Code of Conduct 

and expected Committee member behaviour.   

Ward Cllrs confirmed that all CEC meetings remain online.  Anticipated that 

this would continue through the summer. 

  

13. AOB QDCC had been contacted by Neil Walker regarding a Friends of the Cemetery 

organisation.  Neil is in the process of setting up a committee for a Friends 

body for Queensferry Cemetery and the Vennel Cemetery, and had asked if 

QDCC wished to be represented on the committee.  Diane advised that the 

local History Group had also been contacted.  Agreed that formal membership 

was not appropriate but that engagement on matters of interest would be 

welcome.  Diane agreed to be the point of contact. 

ACTION: Terry to pass on Diane’s details as QDCC PoC to new Friends of 

Queensferry Cemeteries Group.    



 

  

14. Questions from 

the floor 

No questions raised. 

  

15. Date and time of 

next meeting 

Monday 26 April 2021 at 7.30pm. 
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